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1. Foreword 
This Hip-Hop Rules & Regulations Manual contains the primary rules, provisions and 
requirements for planning, organising and operating World DanceSport Federation (WDSF) 
Hip-Hop 1v1 competitions. 

The team of experts in the WDSF Hip-Hop Section is responsible for evaluating, developing, 
and providing proposals for changes.  

2. Introduction of Hip Hop Dance and its Culture 

2.1. The Culture 
Hip-Hop as a dance form is a cultural expression of Hip-Hop Culture. Hip-Hop dance and its 
culture had their first global peak in the 80s and 90s - known as the Golden Era of Hip-Hop. 
Before this time of international attention, the culture existed predominantly in nightclubs, 
park jams, and parties as part of the everyday life of young inner-city Black and Brown 
Americans. 

Hip-Hop culture was born in 1973 in New York, USA. At this time, the dancers were called B-
boys and B-girls(1). Breaking is the original dance form of Hip-Hop Culture, and the dance 
took inspiration from artists such as James Brown. The dance was a mix of many other 
influences and trends of that present time. Martial Arts movies, TV shows such as The Soul 
Train, cartoons and family shows, gospel songs and dances from church, and their cultural 
heritage, to mention some. The Hip-Hop DJs received inspiration from music genres such as 
Disco, Rock, Funk, Jazz, R&B, and Soul, which they sampled, mixed, and scratched. The 
breakdown of songs was deconstructed, then reconstructed. The break is the foundation of 
Hip-Hop music. In addition to playing and curating music for an audience, the Hip-Hop DJs 
stood out because they also innovate and produce music. The Hip-Hop DJs innovated the 
extension of the breakdown in music, as well as the creation of scratching as a transition and 
a new sound.   

Hip-Hop Culture consists of many elements, but the first 5 - Knowledge, DJ, MC, Writing, 
and Breaking - are the most well known. Fashion and Beatboxing are also elements within 
the culture. Knowledge as an element is about passing on the legacy to the next generation 
and the "Each One Teach One" code. The musical expression has two branches - the DJ(2) 

and the MC(3). Like the Hip-Hop DJs, the Hip-Hop MC also stands out and makes their 
branch within event-hosting. In addition to hosting parties and events, the Hip-Hop MC does 
it as a lyricist, vocalist, and storyteller, mixing rhymes and poetry with call-and-response. The 
term RAP is an acronym for Rhythm And Poetry and was used in the 90s. Originally, the term 
rapper or rapping originates from American slang, meaning to «speak in a stylized manner to 
convey importance to a particular subject.» The Hip-Hop MC is the verbal spokesperson of 
the culture.   
   
The Hip-Hop Writer(4) writes letters and large-scaled visual paintings utilizing spray paint on 
cans on any surfaces and materials. Wall paintings are also called graffiti, but the more 
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accurate term is Writing. The Hip-hop Writer is a visual designer who expresses their 
handcraft creating tags and signatures, logos, flyers, and all sorts of digital designs. The 
analog handcraft also uses clothes, shoes, jewelry to walls of buildings, vehicles, and 
artwork in galleries as their canvas.   

The music of the DJ and MC is absorbed, combined, and expressed through the physical 
and metaphysical presence of the Hip-Hop Dancer. In real-time, the dancer paints pictures 
and tells stories through movements. The dance of a Hip-Hop dancer carries a cultural 
legacy that predates Hip-Hop culture and is also a bodily messenger and interpreter of the 
present while stepping into the future with each motion. Hip-hop dance is improvisational - 
freestyle - in its true essence. Because of the unique combination of its cultural expressions 
sonically, visually, and kinesthetically, Hip-Hop dance stands out and makes its branch within 
the varieties of dance forms. Hip-Hop dance expressions range from immense pain and 
struggles to energetic and joyous celebration through different styles, distinct vocabulary, 
and techniques. 

Hip-Hop promotes Peace, Love, Unity, and Having Fun through individual expression and 
the sharing of ideas that expand the sense of community. 

(1) Bboy & Bgirl - Dancer / physical expression of culture and music 
(2) DJ - Disc Jockey  
(3) MC - Master of Ceremony  
(4) Writer - Graphic Designer / Visual Ar.st  
 

2.2. The Dance 
Hip-Hop dance, also known as "Hip-Hop Freestyle" or "Freestyle Hip-Hop," is an amalgamation 
of dance forms based on improvisation. The dance form is the direct result of the social 
interaction between people in the celebration of life, e.g., House Parties, Weddings, Concerts.  

The dance is built upon variations of dance steps from Breaking, e.g., "The OutLaw," "Salsa 
Rock," "Corkscrew," in conjunction with the technique of the «Pop/ Hit/ Tremor" and "Ticking" 
from Popping (the dance style), along with the use of body isolation, and waving of Belly Dance. 
These foundational movements are combined with the latest Party/ Social dances, e.g., the 
"NaeNae," "The Smurf," "The Running Man," "Hit Dem Folks," etc., resulting in the constant 
creation of new variations (Vocabulary) to advance the dance and culture forward. 

For an introductory text reference to the dance, refer to the book "Beginning Hip-hop Dance" by 
Professor E. Moncell Durden. For first-person & visual references of the dance, refer to the book 
"No Half Steppin" by Claude "Paradise" Grey. For a visual reference of vocabulary in context, 
see "The New School Dictionary" and the "Next School Dictionary" by MOPTOP. For History, in 
a visual medium, refer to the documentaries "Alive from Off Center - House Of Tré" & Alive TV - 
"Wreckin Shop! Live from Brooklyn," both directed by Diane Martel, and "Big Fun in The Big 
Town" by Bram Van Splunteren. 
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3. The Functionaries 

3.1.  Procedure 
The Chairperson of the competition is appointed for Title Events by the WDSF Sports 
Department. 
  
The judges and the judge system technicians for Title Events are proposed by the WDSF 
Hip-Hop Section and approved by the WDSF Sports Department. 
  
The DJs, MCs, and the promotional materials made by the Writer/ Graphic Designer can be 
proposed by the Organizer and are approved by or appointed by the WDSF Hip-Hop Section 
and the WDSF Sports Department. This is related to Title Events. 
  
Educators, Photographer, Videographers, General Hosts, and other roles for the competition 
are appointed by the Organizer and are introduced to the Chairperson of the competition.  

3.2.  Key Roles 
The key roles for a Hip-Hop dance championship must possess a deep style-specific and 
cultural understanding and a high competency in their function. In the event where these 
requirements are not sufficient, the Chairperson will be the point of assistance and guidance.  

• Chairpersons  
• Judges  
• DJs 
• MCs 
• Educators 
• Writers (Graphic Designers) 
• Technicians (Judge System)  
• Organizers 
• Photographers 
• Videographers 
• General Hosts 

3.3.  Chairpersons 
The principal role of a Chairperson is to make sure that the rules and regulations for the 
competition are followed and by the general rules and regulations of the World DanceSport 
Federation (WDSF). The Chairperson’s decision will be final regarding the interpretation of 
WDSF Rules and Regulations. 

3.4.  Judges  
Judges evaluate the performance of each Athlete based on their skills. Judges must 
demonstrate the six (6) criteria and depend on event scheduling and time constraints, may 
be required to demonstrate said proficiencies. 
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3.5.  DJ and MC 
The DJ is responsible for the music at the competition. Further details are described within 
section 4.5, Competition Structure. 
 
The MC is responsible for the verbal communication between the athletes, the audience, and 
all functionaries at the competition. The MC is the general event host, a moderator for Hip-
Hop, and a Master of Ceremonies of the competition. Further details are described within the 
competition procedures in sections 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7.   

3.6. Judging System Technicians 
The judging system technicians are responsible for ensuring the smooth running of the 
judging system and solving any issues that may arise during the competition. They run the 
statistics, results, and scrutineering of the incoming marks.
  

3.7. Athletes 
A competing dancer is an Athlete, and the athletes are the center of the competition. Each 
Athlete is identified with a number and their Artist alias or their first and last name. The 
Athlete ID is printed on a tag that must be worn on the back of the  upper body attire. An 
Athlete is always presented with their name first, then the number. 

3.8. Conduct of Athletes 
All competitors must display good sportsmanship and behaviour as expected of sporting 
representatives. Competitors must also be compliant with the rules set by the World Anti-
Doping Agency (WADA). 
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4. Regulations 

4.1. The Official Title Championships 
The official title championships in Hip-Hop are World, Continental, and Sub-Continental. 
 
The title standard is presented in this following order: 
(Year) - WDSF - (Scale) - CHAMPIONSHIP - (Age) - (Dance Form) - (Format) 
 
Example.  
2022 WDSF WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP ADULTS HIP-HOP 1V1 

4.2. Category  
The main part of the competition takes the form of the one (1) versus one (1) category, 
abbreviated to 1v1. This is a solo category. 

4.3. Gender Division  
There are no divisions based on gender.  

4.4. Age Division 
The birth year is used to calculate age and is related to the year of the competition.  
 
The divisions are: 

• Adult Division (21 years and older)  
• U21 Division (16-20 years of age)  
• U16 Division (12-15 years of age)  
• U12 Division (9-11 years of age) 

 

4.5.  Competition Structure 
The standard competition structure is based on one (1) day and one (1) room. The 1v1 
competition consists of three phases, starting with Sessions in phase one (1), Cyphers in 
phase two (2), and concludes with Battles in phase three (3). The phases are described in 
section 5. Rules and Regulations for Hip-Hop 1v1 Competitions. 

• Phase 1 - Sessions  
• Phase 2 - Cyphers  
• Phase 3 - Battles  

4.5.1. Elements of a Battle  
The minimum compulsory elements of a Hip-Hop 1v1 competition are as follows: 

• Two opposing competitors 
• 1 DJ 
• Music  
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• 1 MC 
• Uneven number of judges (a minimum of 5 judges for title championships) 
• Judging system with technicians 
• 1 non-voting Chairperson 
• Sound system 
• Dance floor of 6m x 6m 

4.5.2. Music 
Music is at the discretion of and the responsibility of the DJ. During a battle, the clock starts 
when playback is initiated by the DJ.  

General guidelines for music include: 

• Music should respect the cultural and historical context of the dance style. 
• Not overtly or extremely sexual or offensive lyrics should be played. DJs should 

source and play clean/radio edits of songs at all possible times.  
• The music changes for every round of battle.  
• Athletes do not need to dance to the same section of a song. 

4.5.3. Venue, Room, Floor, Placements 
The venue of competition should always follow the minimum safety standards and 
guidelines. For the sound quality, the room's acoustics should always be taken into 
consideration. 
  
The competition floor must be even, clean, and safe for the athletes. The surface should 
have a perfect slip-and-grip for sneakers. A responsive wooden floor is preferred. If a surface 
material is placed on top of the floor, it should be pre-tested. Logos and other marketing on 
the competition floor should be consistent with Hip-Hop Culture and the overall visual 
presentation of the competition.  

The minimum sizes for the floors are recommended to: 

• 6m x 6m, 20 feet x 20 feet (for Battles and Cyphers) 
• 10m x 10m, 33 feet x 33 feet (guideline for Sessions with 10 dancers per heat) 
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The placements of the core elements should always be in the best interest of the key roles of 
the competition. The placements are shown in the models below and works as a guideline: 

 

For the Battles and Cyphers, the effective space of the competition floor is a minimum of 6 
meters x 6 meters/ 20 feet x 20 feet, and the area may be formed as a circle. 

In the Battles, athletes are based on each side of the judges. In the Cypher prelims, the four 
athletes have their corner as a base. The spectators, seated or standing, shape the 
competition circle. 

4.5.3.1. Prohibited Floor Surface 
The following surfaces are prohibited for use as competition flooring: 

• Marley dance floors  
• Carpet and/or fabric/ textile-based surfaces or overlays 
• Bare concrete surfaces 

 

4.5.4. Lighting & Sound 

4.5.4.1. Lighting 
For athletes’ safety, stage lighting must cover the entire stage (no dark areas); the 
preferable luminous color should be white. Furthermore, the lighting scene should not 
change during the competition. No stroboscope lights, moving lights, or another lighting 
that may cause irritation to the eyes. 

4.5.4.2. Venue FOH PA (Audience) 
The FOH PA system should possess the following characteristics: 
.  

‣ Be phase-aligned/ coherent for the intended audience. 
‣ Deliver a minimum SPL (Sound Pressure Level) of 100 dB(A) SLOW 

throughout relevant areas of the venue. 
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‣ To the extent possible, an Equal Loudness Contour of 100 phons as 
defined by ISO 226:2003 or subsequent future standards.  

‣ Capable of playback between 30-20,000 Hz with minimal distortion. 
‣ Provide digital audio output (Dante, AVB, or similar industry standard) to 

digitally send to live streaming setup. 

It is recommended that the same brand of drivers/ speakers be used throughout the venue to 
ensure the consistency of sound between all venue areas.  

4.5.4.3. Stage Monitors (Judges, Competitors) 
The Monitoring PA system is advised to follow the same standards as expressed in 4.5.4.2. 

4.5.4.4. DJ Monitors 
The DJ Monitoring system should also be capable of delivering the same standards or 
similar as 4.5.4.2. The DJ monitoring setup should be in stereo, where space permits. 

4.5.4.5. MC/ Host/ Moderator 
A minimum of 2x wireless microphones of equal quality to or better than the Shure 
ULX-D wireless microphone system are recommended. 

4.5.4.6. DJ Booth Equipment 
The DJ equipment must possess the following characteristics: 

‣ The ability to playback, search and trigger music reliably on cue. 
‣ a minimum of two-track “decks” or “channels.” 
‣ Balanced stereo audio outputs (XLR or ¼” TRS) with a maximum 8Vrms output 

4.5.4.7. Example DJ Set Up 1 
‣ 2x Technics 1210MK7  
‣ 1x DVS capable battle mixer (Rane 72mk2, DJM-S11, Reloop Elite) 

4.5.4.8. Example DJ Set Up 2 
‣ CDJ 3000 x4 
‣ Pioneer DJM-V10 

4.5.4.9. Example DJ Set Up 3 
‣ Native Instruments S4 

4.5.4.10. Notes 
Venues are varied and often with complex acoustic challenges. It is therefore the responsibility 
of the chief sound engineer (or equivalent position) to determine if the FOH or monitoring 
system should be set up in stereo or mono configuration to address phase issues inherent in 
many recordings, which could affect the athlete’s ability to hear the music. 
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5. Rules & Regulations for Hip-Hop 1v1 Competitions 
This section covers the three (3) phases of the active competition. All phases are described 
in detail below.   

 

5.1.  Qualification and Advancement 
All athletes will compete in the first phase of the competition. This first phase can have any 
number of competitors. It will be referred to as Top X when the number is unknown.   
 
The competition always begins with Sessions. However, the total number of phases may 
vary. The Chairperson, in consultation with WDSF Officials and the relevant functionaries, 
may choose to skip the Cypher phase and proceed directly to the Battle phase, depending 
on the number of starting competitors. 
 
The Qualification Advancement Standard (QAS) is:  
 
QAS X - the Sessions consist of all competitors. 
QAS 64 - the Cyphers consist of the Top 64 highest ranked athletes from the Sessions.  
QAS 32 - the Battles consist of the Top 32 highest ranked athletes from the Cyphers.  
QAS 16 - the Battles may consist of the Top 16 highest ranked athletes from the Cyphers.  

5.2. Seeding/ Matchups 
Seeding is randomized and is carried out by the judging system software. The grouping 
methods are mapped out in Tables 1 and 2.  
  
For the Sessions, all athletes within a bracket may dance at the same time.  
For the Cyphers, seeding does not dictate which competitor has to dance first. 
For the Battles, the lowest-ranked for each round always dances first. 
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5.2.1. Phase 1 - Sessions 
This is an example of how 100 starting competitors can be seeded for the first phase:  
(note that the numbers from 101-200 below are starting numbers and not ranking numbers) 
 

 

5.2.2. Phase 2 - Cyphers 
This is an example of the seeding for the second phase: 
 

Table 1 - Seeding examle for Phase 1 Sessions 

Session 1 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110

Session 2 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120

Session 3 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130

Session 4 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140

Session 5 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150

Session 6 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160

Session 7 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170

Session 8 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180

Session 9 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190

Session 10 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200

Table 2 - Match ups for Phase 2 Cyphers (based on judge rankings, see next section) 

Cypher 1 #1 #32 #33 #64
Cypher 2 #2 #31 #34 #63
Cypher 3 #3 #30 #35 #62
Cypher 4 #4 #29 #36 #61
Cypher 5 #5 #28 #37 #60
Cypher 6 #6 #27 #38 #59
Cypher 7 #7 #26 #39 #58
Cypher 8 #8 #25 #40 #57
Cypher 9 #9 #24 #41 #56
Cypher 10 #10 #23 #42 #55
Cypher 11 #11 #22 #43 #54
Cypher 12 #12 #21 #44 #53
Cypher 13 #13 #20 #45 #52
Cypher 14 #14 #19 #46 #51
Cypher 15 #15 #18 #47 #50
Cypher 16 #16 #17 #48 #49
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5.2.3. Phase 3 - Battles 
The third phase (based on the Cypher ranking) is pre-set to the following order: 
 

5.3. Session and Cypher Ranking 
Athletes in Sessions and Cyphers are ranked through a condensed version of the judging 
interface. The judges will rank athletes’ performances in the Sessions and Cyphers. The 
system will produce a ranking list compiled from the judges’ independent submissions. 

5.4. Time, Rounds and Duration 
The standard time is 1 minute (60 seconds) per competitor per round. The standard may be 
changed.  
  

5.4.1. Session Duration 
The competitors in each Session-bracket dance at the same time and share the accumulated 
time of that specific bracket. This means that there are no solos in Sessions, e.g., 1-minute x 
10 competitors = 10 minutes session. 

5.4.2. Cypher Duration 
Each competitor gets a total of one (1) solo minute. This means that only one (1) competitor 
is dancing at a time. A Cypher-round is completed when all competitors have performed their 
solo-minute.   

Table 3 - Phase 3 Battles 

Battle 1 #1 V #17

Battle 2 #2 V #18

Battle 3 #3 V #19

Battle 4 #4 V #20

Battle 5 #5 V #21

Battle 6 #6 V #22

Battle 7 #7 V #23

Battle 8 #8 V #24

Battle 9 #9 V #25

Battle 10 #10 V #26

Battle 11 #11 V #27

Battle 12 #12 V #28

Battle 13 #13 V #29

Battle 14 #14 V #30

Battle 15 #15 V #31

Battle 16 #16 V #32
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5.4.3. Battle Structure 
Each Battle has a minimum of two (2) rounds, consisting of a total of four (4) solos - two (2) 
solos from each dancer. The example below shows how a Battle runs and results in a tie-
breaker.   
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5.5. PHASE 1 - SESSIONS 
The first phase is a pre-selection and is based on the social party dancing aspect of the Hip-
Hop culture. This is an open floor where all competitors in a bracket dance at the same time 
and for an extended period - a jam session (abbreviated to Session). The DJ will play music 
continuously throughout Phase 1. The MC will communicate when a Session is about to end 
and when a new one is starting.  
  
The randomized placements within a bracket will not consider the competitors’ previous 
performances. That is, a gold medallist or highly ranked competitor may or may not be 
paired with other similarly ranked competitors. This is so that judges can evaluate 
competitors’ performance on the day of the competition. Previous performances and/or 
accolades will also not factor into the competition. 
  
The size of the floor and visibility for the judges indicate the appropriate number of 
competitors within a bracket. 

5.5.1. Procedure for Sessions 
1. The judges take their designated position on the floor (not seated) and confirm their 

judge interface devices are functioning correctly. 

2. The supporting functionaries (DJs, judging system technicians, event staff) ensure  
that they are also for the start of the phase. 

3. The MC addresses the audience and announces the competitors for each bracket. 

4. The MC announces the start of the Session. 

5. The DJ plays the first track for the Session, and the clock is started. 

6. The competitors may begin to dance at the same time. 

7. The MC will manage the floor, including but not limited to calling out the time and 
maintaining control over the flow of events. 

8. The MC will announce the end of each Session-bracket. 

9. The competitors will line up on the floor at the end of each bracket while the judges 
interface with their devices and register and submit their final scores.  

10. The Chairperson assures that the round was according to the rules and regulations 
and approves the continuation of the competition. 

11. The MC then announces the competitors for the next bracket. The brackets make a 
swap. The process begins anew until all competitors have participated. 
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5.6. PHASE 2 - CYPHERS 
The second phase is a pre-elimination phase based on the dance circles that occur naturally 
in dance parties. In Hip-Hop culture, these circles are called Cyphers. Within this 
competition, the Cyphers consist of an appropriate number of athletes in each Cypher 
bracket. Unlike the Sessions, competitors will perform one (1) solo minute each. The DJ will 
play music continuously in the same manner as in Phase 1. 

As mentioned in 5.2, seeding is only for grouping competitors and does not determine dance 
order. This means that the competitors must decide by themselves when to enter the cypher. 

5.6.1. Procedure for Cyphers 
12. The judges take their designated seats and confirm their judge interface devices are 

functioning correctly. 

13. The supporting functionaries (DJs, judging system technicians, event staff) ensure 
that they are also for the start of the phase. 

14. The MC addresses the audience and announces the competitors for each bracket. 

15. The MC announces the start of the Cypher, and the clock is started. 

16. The DJ plays the first track for the Cypher. 

17. In turn, the competitors perform each of their solo-minute.  

18. The MC will manage the floor, including but not limited to calling out the time and 
maintaining control over the flow of events. 

19. The MC will announce the end of each Cypher-bracket. 

20. The competitors will line up on the floor at the end of each bracket while the judges 
interface with their devices and register and submit their final scores.  

21. The Chairperson assures that the round was according to the rules and regulations 
and approves the continuation of the competition. 

22. The MC then announces the competitors for the next bracket. The brackets make a 
swap. The process begins anew until all competitors have participated. 
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5.7. PHASE 3 - BATTLES 
This phase is the final phase of the event. The Top 32 (or Top 16) ranked competitors will 
participate in elimination Battles until a final champion is declared. Each Battle is based on 
two (2) rounds with a potential third tie-breaker round. Only the winner of each Battle will 
proceed to the next level in the competition. A loss in a Batttle results in a competitor’s 
elimination from the competition. 

5.7.1. Procedure for Battles 
23. The judges take their designated seats and confirm their judge interface devices are 

functioning correctly. 

24. The supporting functionaries (DJs, judging system technicians, event staff) ensure 
that they are also for the start of the phase. 

25. The MC addresses the audience and announces the competitors for each battle. 

26. The competitors enter the stage. 

27. The MC announces the start of the Battle. 

28. The DJ plays the first track for the Battle, and the clock is started. 

29. The competitors perform in turn. 

30. The MC will manage the floor, including but not limited to calling out the time and 
maintaining control over the flow of events. 

31. During and at the end of each round, the judges interface with their devices and 
register and submit their scores for Round 1 (abbreviated to R1).  

32. The result of the battle will be announced to the audience.  

33. Steps 25-32 are repeated for Round 2 (abbreviated to R2). The competitor who lost 
the first round will begin in the second round. The round-winner goes last. 

34. After Round 2 (R2), there are two possible outcomes: a win-loss/ loss-win (a) or a 
Tie-breaker (b). 

a. If the result is a 2-0 or a 0-2, the MC will announce the winner and the «knocked out» 
competitor. This Battle is now completed, and the competition will proceed to the next.  

b. If the result is a 1-1, the MC will start a third round (R3) following steps 25-30. The 
competitor with the lowest total score earned from R1 and R2 will start the tie-round. 
When step 30 for Round 3 is reached, a battle winner is concluded. This Battle is now 
completed, and the competition will proceed to the next Battle. 

35. The Chairperson assures that the round was according to the rules and regulations 
and approves the continuation of the competition.  

36. The MC announces the competitors for the next battle, and the process begins 
anew until a champion is reached. 
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5.8. Victory Conditions 

5.8.1. Battles 
A Battle is decided when an athlete is the first to win two (2) rounds. If the result is a tie (a 
1-1) after the second round, the Battle will proceed to a third round. Both competitors will 
receive an extra minute each. The winner will be declared based on most rounds won (a 2-1 
result). 

5.8.2. Rounds 
A round is won when a dancer has secured at least three (3) out of the five (5) judges’ votes. 

5.8.3. Judges’ votes 
A vote is when a judge awards an athlete at least two (2) out of the three (3) categories in the 
judging interface. 
 

5.9. Competition Timing - TOP 100 
Based on the calculations below, the total competition duration is 5 hours and 44 min.  
 
The estimate is based on 100 competitors as the starting number for Phase 1. The Cyphers 
are based on four (4) competitors in each Cypher, and the Battles are based on tie-breaker 
rounds occurring in all Battles. The calculations are effective dance duration only. Note that 
the announcements of the MC and extra time for the judges are excluded from these 
calculations. See 5.12 Event Schedule for the event overview. 

• Phase 1 Session 1h 40min 
• Phase 2 Cypher 1h 04min 
• Phase 3 Battle 3h 00min 
      Total 5h 44min 
 

5.9.1. Calculation of the Sessions 
 
TOP 100 
Session 1 10 dancers 10 min  
Session 2 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 3 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 4 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 5 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 6 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 7 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 8 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 9 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 10 10 dancers 10 min 
    100 min - 1h 40 min 
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5.9.2. Calculation of the Cyphers 

TOP 64 
Cypher 1 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 2 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 3 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 4 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min  
Cypher 5 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 6 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 7 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 8 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 9 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 10  4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 11  4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 12 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 13 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 14 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 16 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
       64 min - 1h 04 min 

5.9.3. Calculation of the Battles 
 
TOP 32   
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min  
Battle 2  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 3  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 4  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 5  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 6  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 7  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 8  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 9  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 10  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 11  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 12 2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 13 2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 14 2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 15 2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 16 2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
          96 min - 1h 36min 
 
TOP 16  
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min  
Battle 2  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 3  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 4  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 5  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 6  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 7  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 8  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
          36 min - 0h 36min 
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TOP 8  
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min  
Battle 2  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 3  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 4  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
          24 min - 0h 24min 
 
Semi 
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min  
Battle 2  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
          12 min - 0h 12min 
 
Bronze 
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
          6 min - 0h 6min 
 
Final  
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
          6 min - 0h 6min 

5.10.  Competition Timing - TOP 60 
Based on the calculations below, the total competition duration is 2 hours and 44 min.  
 
The estimate is based on 60 competitors as the starting number for the first phase. The 
Cyphers are based on four (4) athletes in each Cypher, and the Battles are based on tie-
breaker rounds occurring in all Battles. The calculations are effective dance duration only. 
Note that the announcements of the MC and extra time for the judges are excluded here. 
See 5.12 Event Schedule for the event overview. 

Phase 1 Session  1h 00min 
Phase 2 Cypher  0h 32min 
Phase 3 Battle   1h 12min 
          Total 2h 44min 
 

5.10.1. Calculation of the Sessions 
 
TOP 60 
Session 1 10 dancers 10 min  
Session 2 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 3 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 4 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 5 10 dancers 10 min 
Session 6 10 dancers 10 min 
    60 min - 1h 00min 
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5.10.2. Calculation of the Cyphers 

TOP 32   
Cypher 1 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min  
Cypher 2 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min  
Cypher 3 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 4 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min  
Cypher 5 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 6 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 7 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
Cypher 8 4 dancers 4x 1min solos  4 min 
       32 min - 0h 32min 
 

5.10.3. Calculation of the Battles 

TOP 16   
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min  
Battle 2  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 3  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 4  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 5  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 6  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 7  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 8  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
          36 min - 0h 36min 
 
TOP 8  
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min  
Battle 2  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 3  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
Battle 4  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
          24 min - 0h 24min 
 
Semi 
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min  
Battle 2  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
          12 min - 0h 12min 
 
Bronze 
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
          6 min - 0h 6min 
 
Final  
Battle 1  2 dancers 4x 1min solos (+ 2x 1min solos, tie-round) 6 min 
           6 min - 0h 6min  

5.11.  Breaks 
A minimum of 15 minutes break between each phase is recommended.  
A minimum of 30 minutes break after each three (3) hours is required.  
Preferably there should be an added break between Top 32 and Top 16.  
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5.12.  Event Schedule (template) 
This schedule is based on 100 starting competitors. It is only an example that may be 
moderated to fit each competition event. 
 

PART I
09:00 - 11:00

11:00 - 12:00 (60 min) Check In Competitors

11:30 Doors Open, Tickets Audience

12:00 - 12:30 (30 min) Open Dance Floor With DJ 1

12:30 - 12:45 (15min) Welcome MC, DJ 1, Judges, Top 100

12:45 - 14:30 (100 min+) Sessions Top 100

14:30 - 14:45 (15 min) Break / DJ 2 Entertainment, Judges Break

14:45 - 16:00 (64 min+) Cyphers Top 64

16:00 - 16:15 (15 min) Pictures Top 100, 64, 32

16:15 - 16:45 (30 min) Break / DJ 2 Entertainment, Judges Break

PART II
16:45 - 17:00 (15 min) Welcome MC, DJ 1, Judges, Top 32

17:00 - 18:45 (96 min+) Battles Top 32

18:45 - 19:00 (15 min) Break / DJ 2 Entertainment, Judges Break

19:00 - 20:30 (84 min+) Battles Top 16

20:30 - 20:45 (15 min) Prize Ceremony Gold, Silver, Bronze, Top 8, 

20:45 - 21:00 (15 min) Pictures - The end Top 32, Top 16, 

21:00 - 22:00 … Rigging down
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6. Judging System 

The approved judging system is composed of: 

• The judging values  
• The comparative judging interface 
• The Technical Delivery platform 

The judges’ decisions and competition results are displayed transparently through this 
system. 

The official title competitions have five (5) appointed judges, each independent and sole 
judgment. Judges may not converse, discuss or consult with anyone, including other judges 
when arriving at their verdict.  

6.1. Judging Systems 
The approved judging systems allow Hip-Hop dance to be considered, assessed, and ranked 
in competition. The judging systems feature six (6) interconnected criteria grouped into three 
(3) categories. It requires judges to observe and evaluate the full scope of an athlete!s 
performance and their shortcomings and deficiencies. 

6.1.1. Judging Criteria 
Hip-Hop dance is evaluated on the following six (6) approved criteria: 

1. Musicality  
2. Technique 
3. Creativity 
4. Vocabulary 
5. Personality 
6. Performance 

6.2. Description of the Judging Criteria 

6.2.1. Musicality  
Judges should consider the athletes’ musical sensitivity. These factors include, but are not 
limited to:  

• Cohesiveness with rhythmic elements (including but not limited to rhythms, polyrhythms, 
time signature accents, downbeats and upbeats, syncopation, swing) 

• Recognition and competence in translating units of musical structure (cells, motifs, 
figures, phrases) to movements and performance. 
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• Competence in linking quality of movement to their expression of and feel for the music 
(texture) 

6.2.2. Technique 
Judges should consider the athletes’ physical proficiency in execution. This includes kinetic 
dynamics, mastery of energy, force, textures, volume, space, timing, resistance, and tempo. 
This requires that judges also have a comprehensive understanding of the proficiency of 
execution in said technique. 

6.2.3. Creativity 
Judges should consider competitors’ ability to demonstrate their own personal developments 
of existing concepts and/or variations of movements and/or introduction of original 
movements/ideas. Judges should also consider the impact and extent of competitors’ 
innovations – in other words, whether the performance majorly affected the previously 
established norms. It is important to note that judges are therefore required to have a 
comprehensive knowledge of the dance style being performed and sound cultural contextual 
awareness.  

6.2.4. Vocabulary 
Judges should consider athletes’ range of movement (variety) appropriate to the dance style 
(authentic). These movements include past (foundation/ fundamental) movements and 
techniques) as well as current evolutions in the style. 

6.2.5. Personality 
Judges should consider competitors’ ability to demonstrate their own personal developments 
of existing concepts and/or variations of movements and/or introduction of original 
movements/ideas. It is important to note that judges are therefore required to have a 
comprehensive knowledge of the dance style being performed and sound cultural contextual 
awareness. 

6.2.6. Performance 
Judges should consider competitors' communicative abilities and judge where it connects 
within the receiver(s) and how well it is received. Factors within this criteria also include the 
competitors' capabilities in evoking emotional engagement with the audience, the judges and 
the opposing competitor(s), and the range of communicative expressions. 
 

6.3.  Addendums to Judging Values  
Musicality, Technique, and Creativity are the primary criteria and are assigned a higher 
weighting/ value than Vocabulary, Personality, and Performance.  
 
The competitors are measured on their execution of the given day, the phase, and the round.  
The judgments are made in comparison to the highest known standard of the judges.  

The judges are required to have a comprehensive knowledge of the highest known potential 
within the criteria of the dance form, as well as sound cultural and historical knowledge. 
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An essential aspect of Hip-Hop culture is “the real,” or authenticity. The Performance/ 
Authenticity criteria are not defined “in terms of a person’s character,” as judges are not 
expected to perform background checks on an athlete. The criteria instead determine 
authenticity as that of the dance style. Authenticity is therefore represented under the 
primary categories of; Musicality, Technique, and Vocabulary (refer to penalties for 
examples). 
 

7. Penalties 
Penalties and their severity are applied at the judges’ discretion. 

7.1. Repeats 
Penalties are applied to both Creativity and Performance. 

7.2. Bite 
A single penalty applied to both Creativity and Performance. This is irrespective of the extent 
of the bite, i.e., a single move or an entire style. Penalties for biting will be more severe than 
those for repeats. 

7.3. Offensive and/or Threatening Gestures 
Penalties are applied to Creativity, Character, and Performance. 

There is no physical contact of any kind. The penalty is an instant disqualification of the 
offending party. Judges will look at who initiated the movement that resulted in contact to 
determine who was at fault. 

For example, suppose a competitor performs a corkscrew during a contest. In that case, 
athlete B may respond to that move by extending a limb as a response. If any part of B’s 
body touches athlete A, B is disqualified immediately. If B had not extended the limb, no 
contact would have occurred. 
Conversely, A’s corkscrew may result in A landing on B’s feet without B taking any action. 
This would result in A’s disqualification as A initiated the move (the corkscrew) that resulted 
in contact. 

Any extremely offensive acts, verbal and physical, by an athlete may result in instant 
disqualification from the competition. This will, however, require a majority consensus from 
the judges and will be enforced by the Chairperson.  
 
Any extremely offensive acts, verbal and physical, by functionaries or guests of the event 
may result in an instant discharge of the venue. Functionaries may be reported to the WDSF. 

Any penalties that result in disqualification are determined by the Chairperson.  
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8. Glossary of Terms 
This glossary defines terms as they relate to WDSF competitions and not necessarily their 
cultural definition.  

Battle  A direct contest between two opposing competitors or crews. 

Bite  Plagiarism of a particular movement or style. 

Cypher  A circular dance space where each competitor enters at their own time to  
   showcase their skills. 

Hip-Hop Refer to section 2 of the manual. 

Round  A round is the unit of measurement marking when all competitors in a battle 
  or cypher have completed their individual solo.  

Session When competitors dance in the same space at the same time. 

Seed  A preliminary ranking for the purposes of the draw. 

Solo  A competitor performs by themselves. 
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